
  

 

Abstract—Class-D amplifier has been a popular device because 

of its high power efficiency. However, its ability of high power 

delivery also brings about over-temperature problem caused by 

consuming large power-loss over a long time. This paper 

therefore presents a control method to dynamically reduce the 

total power-loss of multilevel class-D amplifier according to the 

value of integrated temperature sensor. The driving (static) 

power-loss is reduced by limiting the driving current which can 

be achieved by reducing the output levels of the amplifier. In 

addition, the switching (dynamic) power-loss is diminished by 

segmenting the power transistors and gate drivers and selectively 

enabling parts of them according to the power demand. 

Therefore, the total power-loss of the amplifier is well 

controlled and reduced in order to prevent over-heating itself. 

Under the protection scheme, experimental results show that 

the total power-loss (excessive heat) and corresponding 

temperature difference on package can be reduced to only 15% 

of maximum value which demonstrates the effectiveness of 

proposed scheme. 

 
Index Terms—Over-temperature protection, power-loss 

control, multilevel technique, class-D amplifier, PWM. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High-power class-D audio amplifier is gradually popular 

among TV and home theatre sets because of its high 

efficiency [1]-[5]. However, its ability of high power delivery 

may also possibly over-heat itself because the power-loss of 

amplifier is increasing fast with the power demand, and 

therefore highlights the importance of system reliability. To 

prevent amplifier from damage, the over-current (OC), 

over-voltage (OV) and over-temperature (OT) protection of 

high-power class-D amplifier (CDA) is in demand to reach 

the safe operating area (SOA) [6]. 

OC conditions are mainly arisen from loading variation or 

short circuit from output to power supply nodes, indeed, 

usually bring about the thermal runaway problem. This 

problem can be detected and lessened by restricting output 

current of amplifier within the acceptable limitation [6]-[9]. 

Moreover, OV is also called “clipping” because it happens 

when amplifier is over-driven. Under the OV situation, 

amplifier could be damaged because it is heated by maximum 

power-loss for a long time. The influence can be mitigated by 

using the automatic-gain-control (AGC) circuit to adjust the 

gain of pre-amplifier [10]-[14]. In addition, under normal 
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operation, class-D amplifier would be possibly over-heated 

because its power-loss is continuously increasing with output 

power demand. This large power-loss converts into excessive 

heat and raises the temperature on chip and PCB board, and 

hence seriously affects the system reliability. This problem is 

usually avoided by shutting amplifier down if the 

temperature on chip is larger than the maximum limits of 

packages. However, that will cause the audio holes problem 

[15]-[18]. In this work, we propose a dynamic power-loss 

reduction scheme to implement over-temperature protection 

for the multilevel class-D amplifier. Through dynamically 

controlling the total power-loss, the amplifier could continue 

operating well without shutting itself down when OT 

condition happens. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 

thermal resistance of packages which defines the relationship 

between the junction temperature and power-loss of chip. 

Section III describes design of multilevel class-D amplifier 

based on PWM and bridge-tied-load (BTL) configuration, and 

then presents design of proposed over-temperature protection 

which only operates when detecting OT condition. Finally, 

experimental results and conclusions are given in Section IV 

and Section V. 

 

II. THERMAL RESISTANCE OF CHIP PACKAGES 

Fig. 1 shows mechanisms of heat dissipation including 

conduction, convention and radiation. The relationship 

between the temperature of chip junction JT  and ambient 

AT  can be modeled by the two-resistor model which is 

further simplified as thermal resistance JA  of packages as 

shown in Fig. 1. This parameter JA  presents how the 

temperatures JT  and AT  and their difference relate to the 

power-loss LossP  and can be expressed as below: 
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Fig. 1. Mechanisms of heat dissipation and thermal resistance of chip 

packages. 

With fixed power-loss, the temperatures JT  and AT  and 
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their difference T  are finally stabilized as shown in Fig. 2 

and the thermal resistance JA  can be calculated by eq. (1). 

The most important thing is that, according to eq. (1), the 

temperature JT  and AT  and their difference T  on package 

can be lowered by reducing the power-loss LossP . In this 

work, OT protection will be implemented by using circuit 

design to reduce the power-loss instead of using complex 

package or extra device outside chip to enhance the heat 

dissipation, and hence reduces the product cost [19]-[20]. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature transient of chip junction TJ and ambient TA and their 

difference ΔT before and after OT protection. 

 

III. MULTILEVEL CLASS-D AMPLIFIER WITH PROPOSED 

OVER-TEMPERATURE PROTECTION 

In this section, we present the multilevel class-D amplifier 

with proposed over-temperature protection shown in Fig. 3. 

The multilevel amplifier is based on the multilevel technique 

which consists of a time division adder (TDA) and a multilevel 

converter (MLC) [21]. Fig. 3 also shows that the power-loss 

is proportional to the output current directly because the 

amplifier can output signal as stairway, which simplifies the 

protection control. Moreover, the power-loss control loop 

uses an integrated temperature sensor to monitor chip 

condition and then the control logic produces corresponding 

control signals. Finally, the gain of pre-amplifier is adjusted 

to prevent OT condition. Therefore, the proposed method can 

enhance the reliability of the multilevel amplifier by 

dynamically controlling the power-loss and excessive heat. 

The relationship between the energy loss W and 

corresponding excessive heat H can be expressed as below: 
 

( ) ( )J A Loss Static DynamicH k T T W P t P P t           (2) 

where k is heat coefficient of packages. 

It is important to note that the power-loss LossP  comprises 

the static StaticP  and dynamic DynamicP  power-loss, therefore, 

the design of proposed protection scheme will focus on the 

reduction and control of their summation. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the multilevel class-D amplifier with proposed 

over-temperature protection. 

A. The Multilevel Class-D amplifier 

Fig. 4 shows the implement of multilevel class-D amplifier 

which uses the multilevel technique to convert pulse width 

D  of PWM modulator PWMV  into voltage levels V of 

amplifier MLTV  [21]. The relationship can be expressed as 

below:  

( ) ( )MLT PWMV V V M D V D                     

,max ( )SIG SIGV D V V      (3) 

 where D , M  and V are duty ratio of PWM, voltage levels 

and voltage difference between adjacent levels. 

According to the eq. (3), we can know that the multilevel 

technique is a linear conversion because the multilevel output 

MLTV  represents the PWM output PWMV  and audio signal 

SIGV  as product of pulse width D , voltage levels M  and 

voltage difference V  between adjacent levels. The most 

important thing is that the multilevel technique simplifies   

the control of static power-loss reduction because it can 

output signal as stairway which makes the output levels 

proportionate to the output current and static power-loss. 

Moreover, the TDA output TDAV  of the multilevel technique 

is a binary presentation of the multilevel output and hence 

helps for the control of dynamic power-loss reduction. 

In this work, we firstly attempt to dynamically reduce the 

static power-loss for OT protection because the large output 

current of amplifier makes it dominate the total power-loss. 

This can be done by reducing the output levels of multilevel 

amplifier [21]-[23]. Then, we segment the power stage into 

several small power stages and use the TDA output to enable 

parts of them that are in need of conduction for reducing 

switching capacitance and dynamic power-loss. Thus, the total 

power-loss of the amplifier is well controlled and reduced   in 

order to prevent over-heating itself under OT condition.  
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Fig. 4. Signals and operation of the multilevel class-D amplifier. 

B. The Static Power-Loss ( StaticP ) Control 

As we known in eq. (1), thermal resistance of packages 

defines the relationship of temperatures JT  and AT  and   

their difference with power-loss, therefore, it is usually used 

to estimate the power-loss limitation of packages. With 85% 

efficiency of amplifier delivering 5V sinusoidal signal to a 

4Ω speaker, the power loss and corresponding temperature 

difference on package can be calculated as:  
 

25/ 2
( ) 4 (1 0.85) 0.47W

4
LossP               (4) 

0.47 65 30J A Loss JAT T T P C             (5) 

Eq. (5) means that PCB temperature will be larger than 
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70°C if chip temperature is over than 100°C, which seriously 

degrades system reliability. For enhancing the reliability of 

amplifier, we attempt to reduce output current progressively 

for lowering the static power-loss and junction temperature 

as shown in Fig. 5. The static power-loss dominates 

power-loss when output current is heavy and is expressed as 

below: 

2
,Static MLT rms onP I r                     (6) 
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PStatic ↓

        

Fig. 5. Over-temperature protection according to the relationship between the 

chip junction temperatures TJ and power loss PLoss. 

According to the linear relationship presented in eq. (3), 

the voltage levels (output current) of the multilevel amplifier 

can be reduced by limiting the variation of PWM pulses as 

shown in Fig. 6(a). This can be done by applying 

pre-amplifiers to audio or carrier input and adjusting their 

gain as shown in Fig. 6(b). In this work, we adjust the audio 

signal but not carrier because of the required high frequency 

and linearity of the carrier signal. 
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(a)                          (b)  

Fig. 6. (a) PWM pulses and output levels of the multilevel amplifier, and (b) 

the gain-adjustable pre-amplifier. 

Fig. 7 presents transient response of voltage levels, power- 

loss and junction temperature of chip. During OT protection, 

the voltage levels of amplifier are progressively reduced to 

lower the power-loss and junction temperature. With a 

65°C/W thermal resistance of package, the proposed OT 

protection starts when the junction temperature is within 

100~125°C. In addition, the duration of protection time relies 

on PCB board and ambient condition for heat dissipation. 
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the reduction of voltage levels VMTL, power-loss 

PLoss and chip junction temperature TJ . 

C. The Dynamic Power-Loss ( DynamicP ) Control 

In addition to the control of static power-loss reduction, we 

attempt to further lower the dynamic power-loss for 

minimizing the total power-loss of multilevel class-D amplifier. 

Fig. 8 shows three sources and corresponding key factors of 

the total power-loss. The modulator & multilevel generator 

and gate drivers consume only dynamic power-loss during 

switching transient because they drive capacitive load. On 

the contrary, the power transistors drive resistive load and 

mainly consume static power-loss. If we represent these 

power-loss respect to output power as shown in Fig. 9(a), 

only the static power-loss is raised because of increasing 

current delivery. Moreover, the static power-loss of power 

transistors and dynamic power-loss of gate drivers dominate 

the total power-loss in case of large and small power demand 

respectively. Thus, the critical factor of total power-loss 

minimization is how to reduce the dynamic power-loss 

,SW GDP  of gate drivers with power demand as shown in Fig. 

9(b). According to eq. (7), the corresponding region of high 

power efficiency after optimal control could be wider than 

before as shown in Fig. 9(c). With fixed supply voltage DDV  

and carrier frequency Trif , the dynamic power-loss of the 

gate drivers can be expressed as eq. (8) and lowered by 

reducing switching capacitance ,SW TotalC  which depends on 

the aspect ratio of the power transistors. 
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Fig. 8. Sources of power loss within multilevel class-D amplifier. 
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Fig. 9. Dynamic power-loss (a) before and (b) after optimum and (c) the 

corresponding power efficiency comparison 

To reduce the switching capacitance ,SW TotalC  for the 

reduction of the dynamic and total power-loss, we segment 

the power transistors and gate drivers into several small 
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stages and then selectively enable parts of them that are in 

need of conduction as shown in Fig. 10. As we known in 

section III.A, the TDA output can be used for all digital 

control because it is a binary presentation of the multilevel 

output. For example,   if the TDA output is 000001TDAV  , 

means a small power demand, we switch one of power stages 

to deliver current and disable the power PMOS and NMOS of 

the other five stages by setting their gate voltages to logic 1 

and 0. On the contrary, we switch all power transistors and 

their gate drivers for full power delivery if the TDA output is 

111111TDAV  . Through applying proposed method, the 

segmented power stages     are selectively enabled on demand 

that gives a substantial reduction in dynamic power-loss. 

Thus, the power efficiency of the amplifier is indeed 

improved over a wide range of output power demand, 

especially for small power delivery. 
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Gate Drivers

   

   

Gate Drivers

   

   

 
Fig. 10. Segmented power transistors and their gate drivers 

D. Integrated Temperature Sensor 

In this work, an integrated temperature sensor is used     to 

identify over-temperature (OT) condition and enable 

proposed protection scheme. The temperature sensor uses a 

CTAT bandgap and a zero TC bandgap to output currents of 

CTATI  and ZTCI  which are dependent on and independent of 

temperature respectively, two comparators are then used to 

point out two temperature points of 100°C and 125°C as 

shown in Fig. 11. The proposed scheme starts protection 

operation only if the chip junction temperature reaches the 

range of 100°C~125°C, but the multilevel amplifier will be 

shut down for safety if the junction temperature is still over 

than 125°C after the proposed OT protection shown in Fig. 5 

and Fig. 9.  
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 Fig. 11. Circuit scheme and transfer curve of integrated temperature sensor. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, to demonstrate the improvement of system 

reliability, the multilevel class-D amplifier with proposed 

over-temperature protection shown in Fig. 3 was 

implemented by TSMC 5V-0.35um CMOS technology and 

directly drove a speaker with resistance 4LR    and 

inductance 33μHL  . The amplifier outputs at most 13 

levels of voltage signal   and delivers 3.1W of maximum 

power with 85% efficiency. Fig. 12 shows transient response 

of the multilevel amplifier which reduces the power-loss by 

lowering the voltage levels step by step when chip junction 

temperature JT  is within 100°C~125°C and therefore 

achieves the OT protection.  
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Fig. 12. Transient response of multilevel amplifier under OT protection. 

With the amplifier and a 65°C/W thermal resistance of 

package, the maximum power-loss 3.1W (1 85%)LossP     

0.47W  and corresponding temperature difference on package 

0.47W 65 C/W 30 CT     . This large temperature difference 

means that the amplifier may be possibly over-heated by 

itself because the package fails to dissipate excessive heat 

outside chip. In order to prevent the amplifier from damage, 

the   total power-loss is reduced by limiting the output levels 

of the amplifier, which lowers the excessive heat and 

temperature difference. According to Fig. 13, the proposed 

method reduces the power-loss to 15% of maximum value 

when the output levels were reduced from 13 to 3 levels 

(reduced levels = 10). Thus, the temperature difference is 

reduced to only 4.5°C which demonstrates the improvement 

of proposed scheme. Moreover, the power efficiency of the 

multilevel amplifier is well over 50% under OT protection as 

shown in Fig. 13.  
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Fig. 13. Improvement of power-loss and power efficiency under OT protection. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work has presented a control method to dynamically 

reduce the total power-loss and excessive heat for over- 

temperature protection and therefore enhances the reliability 
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of the multilevel class-D amplifier. By applying proposed 

protection scheme to the amplifier, the output current and 

driving (static) power-loss can be decreased by reducing the 

voltage levels of the multilevel output step by step. Moreover, 

the switching (dynamic) capacitance and power-loss can be 

reduced by segmenting the power transistors and their gate 

drivers and using the TDA output to enable parts of them that 

is in need of conduction. Thus, the total power-loss of the 

amplifier is well controlled and reduced in order to prevent 

over-heating itself when OT condition happens. Without using 

complex packages or extra devices outside chip to enhance 

heat dissipation, the results of proposed method show that the 

total power-loss and excessive heat can be greatly reduced 

which demonstrates the improvement of proposed scheme. 
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